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Smile - Here Come The Klowns 
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"The Cherry Orchard" 
Not In Full Bloom 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
If Anton Chekhov's ultimate 
intention in "The Cherry 
Orchard" was to create a 
comedy, his success was only 
minimal. While the play contains 
farcical elements, the audience 
can not ignore the traces of 
tragedy on which the theme of the 
play abounds. The incidents of 
humor and farce that are spread 
throughout the play serve an 
essential function. They keep the 
reader's attentiveness during a 
complex plot. However, the 
farcical elements of the play are 
not relative to the play's actual 
meaning. 
Chekhov's intentions in "The 
Cherry Orchard" warrant a 
certain amount of merit. His play 
is representative of a rare type of 
theatrical work. Chekhov at- 
tempts to combine humor with 
tragedy, and the two contrasting 
ideas fight for the viewer's 
attention. The success of this 
contrasting mixture is 
questionable. Neither humor nor 
tragedy really emerges as the 
dominant element in "The 
Cherry Orchard." The careful 
viewer of the play sees not only 
the comedial incidents 
performed by the characters. He 
sees the characters as they are 
caught in a complex struggle. As 
one watches these characters, he 
can not help but feel sympathy 
towards them. The play acts as a 
catalyst for stirring conflicting 
emotions in the viewer. 
Elizabeth Taylor Warner 
A Treat For Farmville 
By VICKIE SEEKFORD 
Longwood College and the 
Town of Farmville had a special 
treat on October 2. Elizabeth 
Taylor Warner was in town to 
open Republican headquarters 
for her husband, John Warner, 
and to conduct a drama seminar 
at Longwood. Longwood's Young 
Republicans were in Farmville to 
welcome Mrs. Warner and to 
escort her to Ixmgwood for the 
seminar. After cutting the ribbon 
which officially opened Warner's 
headquarters, Mrs. Warner 
spoke a few minutes to the crowd 
assembled at the opening. She 
expressed her gratitude to 
everyone for their support and 
pointed out that her husband is a 
capable and concerned 
candidate. When asked if she felt 
she was a detriment or an 
advantage to the campaign Mrs. 
Warner said she felt she was an 
advantage and the number of 
people present at the opening 
enforced her feelings. 
Mrs. Warner appeared in 
Jarman Auditorium at 4:00 to 
conduct a drama seminar. Before 
a crowd of Longwood students 
and area citizens Mrs. Warner 
answered various questions 
about her career as an actress. In 
response to a question about her 
most rewarding dramatic role, 
Mrs. Warner said playing 
(Continued on Page 8) 
The production of "The Cherry 
Orchard" performed by the 
students of Longwood College 
was a diligent effort to 
substantiate Chekhov's wishes to 
present the audience with a 
comedy. While not completely 
successful in their endeavor, the 
students did offer the audience a 
chance to view amateur acting at 
its finest and in its most dramatic 
form. The majority of the actors 
and actresses in the play did a 
fine job of filling their roles. 
When carefully observing the 
cast at work, one could tell that 
many of them were absorbed in 
their roles. They possessed a 
certain type of feel for their parts 
and through facial expressions, 
carefully selected body motions, 
and good voice tone they were 
able to depict this feel to the 
viewer. This important factor 
added to the plausibility of the 
characters. 
Mrs. John Warner (Elizabeth Taylor) engages in a discussion on 
the November 7 election with college republican representative Beth 
AnnCaccivio. Photo by Vicki Seekford 
Oktoberfest Spirit 
Ri§ing Toward 
Its Climax 
By DEBBIE NORTHERN 
Geist has been preparing for 
Longwood's fifty-first annual 
Oktoberfest for several weeks, 
and finally the long-awaited week 
end is almost here. This week end 
marks the start of our fall 
festival. 
The action begins Thursday 
night when the sophomores and 
freshmen engage in the messy 
challenge of Paint Battle, which 
is scheduled for 10 p.m. on the 
Wheeler Mall. 
The Reds and Greens vie in 
other ways in the competition for 
the Oktoberfest cup. Skits, class 
booths and color rush all add 
points to their talleys. 
Skits are presented Friday and 
Saturday nights. Tickets will be 
on sale throughout the week. All 
seats are reserved. 
Saturday there will be a lot 
going on. The Midway opens at 2 
p.m. with games, food and 
souvenirs for sale from a variety 
of college organizations. There 
will also be musical and dramatic 
entertainment throughout the 
day. The "Pops" concert, always 
a success, will be presented at 1 
p.m. in Jarman. The H20 club has 
a water show scheduled for four 
time slots, and the longwood 
Players will perform a one-act 
play in Tabb Circle at 2:45 to 3:45. 
Following the skits Saturday 
night, there will be an alumni 
CHI walk and cake cutting. 
A schedule of Oktoberfest 
events appears on page 8 of this 
paper. 
Turandot (lower right) makes her stage entrance in "The Cherry 
Orchard." Photo by Vicki Seekford 
Students And Faculty Retreat 
To Worthwhile Discussion 
By DEBBIE NORTHERN 
On Sunday, October 22, the 
Student Government sponsored a 
student Faculty Retreat in 
I^ankford. The purpose of the 
retreat was to solicit ideas on the 
topics of academic programs, 
library hours, the intercollegiate 
athletic program, sign-in and 
sign-out policies, and Swap Shop. 
Over 100 faculty and 
administration members and 
students were divided into ten 
groups where informal 
discussions were held. 
In his opening address, 
President Henry I. Willett stated 
that student input for new or 
changing programs were 
desired, but the students should 
keep in mind that state schools 
must go to the State Council of 
Higher Education for approval of 
all programs. He also urged the 
students to realize that if new 
sports were proposed, others 
would have to be dropped. Willett 
stated that longwood offers as 
many, if not more intercollegiate 
sports as any other college of 
comparable size. 
Group suggestions for changes 
or additions in the academic 
programs were many and varied. 
They included a need to build up 
present undergraduate majors 
and minors, offer more graduate 
courses, offer seminars funded 
by the longwood College 
Foundation in such areas as 
death, religion, foreign affairs, 
and communications. Other 
suggestions were to have a minor 
offered Athletic Training, a 
major in speech pathology, offer 
a real estate course, open the 
First Aid course to all students 
and require it for Elementary 
Education majors, offer a CPR 
class, and open field work 
experiences to other majors 
besides social work and TR. 
A common complaint was the 
Physical Education 
Department's adding new 
required courses lo an already 
full agenda. Says one student, "If 
they keep adding classes and not 
taking any away, we'll be here 
for five years!" Another request 
was for all departments to 
evaluate the work load on one 
credit courses. Students 
complained that some one credit 
courses required more time and 
preparation than some three 
credit classes. 
A suggestion that did not meet 
with a great deal of 
administration approval was a 
student review board for faculty 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Inge Adds 
New Ingredient 
Gordon Inge has been named 
food services manager for AHA 
Slater at longwood College, as of 
October 9. 
Inge replaces Frank Klassen 
who is leaving ARA Slater to 
accept a position as area 
manager for Cardinal Systems in 
Columbus, Indiana. Cardinal is a 
subsidiary of Hospitality Motor 
Inns, Inc. 
ARA Slater at longwood 
operates the food service for 
students, the Snack Bar in the 
Lankford Student Union 
Building, and the Tea Room, as 
well as catering services for the 
area. 
Inge has served for the past two 
years as food services manager 
at     the     Woodrow     Wilson 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Going Once, Twice, Sold 
By CINDY CUMINS 
Here for your bidding, the 
I»ngwood College Art Auction is 
on its way. Scheduled for 
Saturday, Oct. 28, at 2:30, the 
combined efforts of faculty 
students and alumni - Art 
Auction 78 will take place on the 
mall behind I Lancaster library. 
The second event of its kind, 
Art Auction 78 has again been 
organized to support Scholarship 
funds for Ixuigwood's art majors 
and the Ixuigwood Fine Art 
Center-Thomas Sully Gallery. 
Works by students, faculty and 
alumni   as   well   as   selected 
sale by auction and open bid. 
Submitted works include an 
array of paintings, drawings, 
prints, jewelry, sculpture, 
pottery, weaving, macrame and 
more, which will again be 
auctioned by our favorite 
auctioneer, Dr. Bob Webber of 
the Math Department. 
Netting a total of $695.75 at its 
1976 auction, the art department 
was able to award scholarships to 
Donna Athey, Susan Harrell and 
Mary I^Prade in categories of 
studio art, art education and art 
history. 
This     year     the      $125.00 
Virginia artists will be offered for   scholarships will  be   given  to 
What's In A Name 
By SUSAN DUVAIJ. Mathematics. 
Did you ever wonder how the During Dr. I-ankford's ten year 
Longwood College buildings were presidency, he saw longwood 
named? They are named after K™w from 78° students in 1955 to 
prominent people in the history of M40 in 1965. The college also 
Long wood College, many of added three dormitories, doubled 
whom are preserved for posterity tne size of the library, built a 
on canvases around the campus, laundry building, provided a 
Such is the case in the naming of recreational space below the 
the I-ankford building, named dining hall, and constructed a 
after the sixth president of gymnasium. Dr. Lankford was 
I -ongwood College, Dr. Francis recognized in the planning of a 
G. lankford, Jr. student activities building (the 
Dr. lankford was a noted present lankford Student Union 
authority in the field of teaching building) and the idea of high rise 
mathematics as well as an dorms. During Dr. Unkford's 
author, a teacher, and an presidency, he accomplished a 
administrator. He was director of Kreat deal for Long- 
educational research at the wood. Although he regretted 
University of Virginia before he leaving in February of 1965, Dr. 
cametoIxmgwoodinJulyof 1955. '-ankford decided to go back to 
Including teaching at Randolph his teaching career, which was 
Macon College, Dr. lankford "i-s •»"« time desire. Dr. 
taught at the University of I-ankford was influential in many 
Michigan, and Harvard of the changes in I/mgwood 
University. While he taught, Dr. College, and therefore the 
Uinkford also managed to find building was dedicated to the 
to write six textbooks on memory of his services. nine 
MOCK ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD 
OCTOBER 31   FOR THE VIRGINIA 
SENATORIAL ELECTION AND THE 
PARA-MUTUAL BETTING REFERENDUM. 
three sophomore, junior and 
senior art majors. Students who 
apply must have a college grade 
average of 2.50 and a major 
average of 3.0. 
An added attraction to this 
year's auction will be the sale of 
visual arts appointment 
calendars featuring student 
artwork. They will sell for $2.50 
each during Oktoberfest. 
Proceeds from calendar sales 
will support a Freshman 
Scholarship award not restricted 
to majors only. 
Greatly aided by student 
support, this year's Student Co- 
Chairmen are Kendall Adams 
and Marjorie Croxton. 
A highlight of Oktoberfest 
activities, Art Auction 78 is one 
event you won't want to miss. 
Photo Courtesy Art Department 
Dr. Bob Webber will again be auctioneer in this year's Art 
Auction, which will be held Saturday. 
Put Your Ear To The Radio And 
Listen For The Sounds Of Longwood 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
Turn on your radio and tune 
your dials. In the near future, 
Longwood students may be 
broadcasting their own radio 
show. Ixmgwood College has been 
working on acquiring a radio 
station for some time now. 
However, it is a long and very 
complex procedure, particularly 
for a state school. There are a 
number of steps that must be 
taken to secure permission to 
broadcast. 
First the proper papers must 
be secured in order to file an 
application. Longwood must 
convince the Virginia Public 
Telecommunications Council 
that they need and are capable of 
supporting an F.M. radio station. 
A thirty-page application must be 
filed with the Federal 
Communications Commission in 
Washington, D.C. Longwood 
must work through an FCC 
attorney there, who is Frederick 
D. Cooke, Jr. 
Ix>ngwood College filed the 
initial application in March of 
this year. The application was 
amended in July and August of 
this year. Final approval by the 
Federal Communications 
Commission is being awaited. If 
received, the next step will be to 
purchase the necessary 
equipment and begin broad- 
casting. George Bennett is 
the student from longwood who 
is extremely involved with the 
radio station. Dr. I>ockwood of 
the Department of Speech and 
Dramatic Arts at Longwood is 
also very involved in acquiring 
the radio station. 
Dr. Frank is the faculty 
member from Longwood who is 
responsible to the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
On October 6, Dr. Frank spoke 
with Attorney Cooke to obtain a 
progress report concerning the 
radio station. Attorney Cooke told 
Dr. Frank that he has talked to 
the FCC, and he has assured 
I/ongwood that there is nothing 
Art Collection Surrounds 
Students With Wider Experiences 
By CINDY CUMINS 
Thirty years of purchasing and 
collecting by the Longwood 
College   Committee   for   the 
and      three      from      other 
departments. 
The first college committee to 
include student membership, 
Purchase of Art Objects will be   student support has played an 
shown  in a  special  exhibition   active role in its growth through 
19   in October  23-November 
Bedford Gallery. 
On Sunday, October 22, the 
opening of the show honored 
artists represented in the 
Collection. Also there were 
premiere screenings of Charlotte 
Schrader-Hooker's films on 
Nancy Camden Witt, "Vanishing 
Point" and "Epilogue." 
The collection, which is 
composed of works by 
contemporary Virginia artists 
will be on display in Bedford 
Gallery. Included will 
committee's     most 
aiding in the selection and 
placement of works. It was the 
class of 1949 with the Ix>ngwood 
Players and other interested 
donors who provided the 
committee's first funds. Now a 
standing faculty committee, the 
group is administratively funded 
as well. 
The collection of 61 works, 
including paintings, prints, 
drawings, ceramics, sculpture 
and mosaic is for student 
enjoyment, says Miss Icemen, 
be the "This," she adds, "is why many 
recent   0I the works have been placed 
This untitled picture by Nancv Camden Witt is one of the man to be Camden  Wiu   Thirty-six  other frequented      by      s 
exhibited in  the  longwood College Collection of Art  objects bv artlsls are rePresented. Hanging   from   figu 
Contemporary Virginia artisits.         Photo Courtesy \rt DeDartrnen. f Bef,in in 1948 bV ^e Committee abstract   in    style,   t i mini t <iun< s> An Department for   Interior   Imnrnvompnt    th<. reflect a va ret v nf th 
POCHETTE'S FLORIST 
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Phone 392-4154 
purchase, a painting by Nancy   throughout campus in areas 
tudents." 
rative to 
the works 
f r Interior I prove ent, the reflect a variety of themes, 
purchase committee was On Saturday, Oct. 22, a preview 
organized by chairwoman, Ruth showing from 2-5:00 p.m. 
Gleaves. Now headed by Janice included a screening of Charlotte 
Lemen, professor of art and Shrader-Hooker's films on Nancy 
chairwoman of the group since Camden Witt, "Vanishing Point" 
1951, the committee is composed    and "Epilogue." 
of six faculty members, a library 
representative and two students. 
Three faculty members are 
Chosen fn.ru the art department 
Conway  Thompson,  assistant 
professor of Art at longwood, has 
described the collection as ". . .a 
ntinued on Page 8i 
deficient in our application. The 
application is moving through 
various departments of the FCC. 
It takes time for the procedure. 
Attorney Cooke feels that things 
look optimistic. Longwood is only 
one of many applicants. Time is 
the magic word. With any luck, it 
is hopeful that broadcasting will 
begin during this academic year. 
Keep listening to your radio. One 
day soon a fellow student may be 
giving the top ten. longwood may 
be lodging a new "Wolf Man 
Jack." The students are excited 
about the possibility of a radio 
station and are anxiously 
awaiting its arrival. 
Rock To Stop 
The Crying 
What do a windmill, rocking 
chairs and eighteen hundred 
dollars have in common? 
Nothing? Wrong! They each 
pertain to the 1978 CROP Rock-A- 
Thon sponsored by I/mgwood's 
and Hampden-Sydney's Wesley 
Foundation. 
First of all, what is CROP?- 
Something grown on a farm? Not 
really. CROP stands for the 
Community Hunger Appeal of 
Church World Service. This 
Agency's appeal to you and 
others is for money to alleviate 
the world's hunger problem. 
Food, seeds, technological skills, 
and family planning are several 
of the by-products of these funds. 
In other words, CROP doesn't 
just buy food—it also funds 
programs that help the people 
help themselves. The Wesley 
Foundation's donations will go 
towards buying a windmill. 
Hopefully, enough money to buy 
an entire windmill—$1800—will 
be raised. 
How can you help? You can 
either rock or sponsor a rocker— 
a human one, that is—in this 
year's Rock-A-Thon. On 
November 4, 1978, there will be a 
number of students and area 
residents who will be rocking 
from one to ten hours to help the 
poor. This annual event will be 
held in the Rotunda at longwood 
College between 6:30 and 4:30 
p.m. Even if you are unable to 
rock, you can at least sponsor a 
rocker or come by to cheer one 
on. If you are interested in 
helping, either come by the 
Wesley Foundation or call 392- 
4933 Remember—the world 
needs your help. Can you ignore 
the cry of poverty? 
Band's Performance 
Livens Saturday Night 
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By MINDY HIRSCH 
In an impressive concert, the 
Daisy Dillman Band undeniably 
kept its audience alive Saturday 
night, September 30. The crowd 
of about 200 reacted 
enthusiastically and became 
fevered by the band's music. The 
band was sponsored by the 
Student Union as the first in a 
series of the new Saturday Night 
Alive program. 
Daisy Dillman is a five piece 
progressive country rock group 
from Minnesota. In addition to 
their own creative songs, the 
members of the band perform 
material from such musicians as 
Dan Fogelberg, the Eagles, the 
Marshall Tucker Band, and Poco. 
During the concert at Longwood, 
the    Daisy    Dillman    Band 
absorbed its audience with music 
by Crosby, Stills and Nash and 
rocked the crowd with "Panama 
Red" by the New Riders of the 
Purple Sage. The band had a 
magical quality that changed the 
audience's reaction from silent 
judgement to dynamic 
participation; the audience 
clapped, sang and danced to the 
music of Daisy Dillman. There 
were even some people in the 
audience so inflamed by the 
performance, that they mounted 
tables in order to enjoy the music 
more completely. 
Daisy Dillman has appeared in 
concert with Jerry Jeff Walker, 
the Ozark Mountain Daredevils, 
Al Dimeola, and several other 
well known groups. They have 
several albums out now and are 
presently working on a new 
release. 
There is a possibility that the 
band will return here for another 
performance. "Many students 
have shown alot of enthusiasm 
regarding Daisy Dillman" Mr. 
Dent, director of Student Affairs, 
stated. "We're hoping to have 
them back at longwood — maybe 
Spring Weekend." However, Mr. 
Dent added that there might be a 
conflict with the recording of the 
new album. If Daisy Dillman 
does put in a return appearance, 
everyone should be prepared to 
spend another Saturday Night 
Alive enjoying their energetic 
entertainment. 
The next Saturday Night Alive 
program features Rotagilla. This 
band performed at longwood last 
year and is known for being a 
"wild and crazy" band. Their 
performance last year was very 
popular with longwood. 
Farmville's Weekend Bagpiper 
By MELODY CRAWLEY 
and PAULA JOHNSON 
The "Sounds of Scotland" can 
sometimes    be    heard   over 
Longwood's campus when 
Marine Corps Captain Jeff 
Christman comes to his wife's 
hometown on  weekends.  Capt. 
Captain  Jeff  Christman,  dressed  in  full   Scottish   attire,   is 
Fiirm ville's weekend Bagpiper. Photo by Melody Crawley 
Sensitivity And Dedication 
Shown In Senior Recital 
ByNELLEJONES 
Miss Bonnie King and Mrs. 
Victoria Thomas Paxton 
presented a senior recital of 
piano works on Sunday 
afternoon, October 1. Both Miss 
King and Mrs. Paxton are 
students of Dr. Robert Blasch. 
Miss King opened the program 
with Sonata in C Major, K. 95, by 
Comenico Scarlatti. This was a 
very light and brisk work that 
Miss King performed with much 
agility. Next, Miss King 
performed the Moment Musical 
in C Major, Opus 94 Number 1, by 
Franz Schubert, a very 
demanding work that alternated 
from major to minor keys 
throughout. Next Miss King 
performed Saudades do Brazil by 
Darius Milhaud. This was a 
rather dissonant-sounding work 
written in a calypso style. 
Following this work Miss King 
performed Waltzes, Opus 39, by 
Johannes Brahms. This set of 
three short waltzes demonstrated 
the true, romantic Brahms style. 
To continue the program, Mrs. 
Paxton performed the Sonata in 
E-flat major by Joseph Haydn. 
The performance of this work 
was an example of fine virtuosic 
ability. This work demonstrated 
the influence of Beethoven on 
Haydn. Following the sonata, 
Mrs. Paxton performed Preludes 
by Claude Debussy. This work 
was written in the typical 
impressionistic style of Debussy. 
To close the program, both 
performers returned to perform 
two duets. First, Makrokosmos 
by George Crumb was presented. 
The performance of this work 
displayed the sensitivity of the 
performers. Those familiar with 
George Crumb would find this 
work less bizarre than most of his 
other works. 
The final work on the program 
was entitled "I>e bal" from Jeux 
d'enfants by George Bizet. This 
jesting and playful little work 
was reminiscent of children 
playing together. 
The performance given by Mrs. 
Paxton and Miss King was a fine 
example of the hard work and 
dedication of the Longwood 
music students. 
Christman can be seen on High 
Street playing his bagpipes, 
occasionally dressed in his 
Scottish plaids, and closely 
followed by his wife, Jennifer, 
and his dog, Tank. 
Christman has been playing the 
bagpipes for about ten years. He 
started as a senior in high school 
in Paeoli, Pennsylvania. "I just 
like bagpipes. Thought they were 
neat, so I looked in phonebook 
under 'bagpipes.' " Christman 
explained that the bagpipe 
lessons were free if you would 
play in a band. He has played in 
several bands in Pennsylvania, 
including the City of Willmington 
Bagpipe Band, Golilvie 
Highlanders and also the Maine 
Linepipc Band. He has also 
received an award in Canada for 
his playing. 
He received a B.S. degree in 
Education from Villiona 
University before joining the 
Marines. Since then, Christman 
says that it has been "just me and 
my bagpipes." 
Presently, he is commanding 
officer in a Marine detachment 
aboard the aircraft carrier USS 
Nimitz. Christman has never 
been to Scotland, but his 
assignments in the Corps have 
taken him to England. 
Since Christman has been 
stationed aboard the Nimitz, his 
wife has been living here in 
Farmville with her parents, the 
Whitakers, on High Street. He is 
(Continued on Page 8) 
4 *\ THE CHRISTMAS IENAISSANCE DINNEI 
is scheduled for Friday, Sotur 
day. and Sunday. December 1 
3. Friday night has been 
designated College Night, 
with all seats held for faculty, 
staff, students and parents. 
Faculty, staff, and students will 
receive specific information via 
mailboxes and dining hall 
tables. Tickets are on sale in 
the Public Affairs Office. The 
Saturday and Sunday evening 
performances will be open to 
the general public as well os 
to any college personnel who 
prefer those evenings. There 
will be on open dress rehearsal 
on Thursday evening Nov 30 
which students and college 
personnel may attend free of 
charge   (Public Affairs Office) 
SLOl S*S^S*3 
Bill and Bonnie Hearne, a country-western-bluegrass-rock music 
duo. will be playing in the Snack Bar. Oktoberfest Weekend. Thurs.- 
Sat. nights. 8-11 p.m. The Austin musicians, who have been working 
together for the past eight years, call themselves musical 
interpreters. Bonnie says that their music is geared to the "very 
intimate, very personal setting" of a college coffeehouse. The concert 
sponsored by S-UN, is free. 
Talent Comes In 
All Shapes And Sizes 
By CINDY CUMINS 
Students at John P. Wynne 
Campus School proved that talent 
comes in all shapes and sizes 
when they recently participated 
in a school sponsored afternoon 
"Variety Show." 
Forming their own acts, which 
ranged from piano solos to skits 
and magic acts, the students 
were required to audition before 
their October 6 debuts. 
"Preparing for the program 
provided good leadership and 
teamwork experience," said 
Cathy McCanless, music 
instructor at Campus School, who 
added that it gave students a 
chance to understand the 
importance of their roles, both as 
leaders and group members 
while preparing their 
presentations. 
McCanless, who directed the 
program,     emphasized     its 
importance in the total 
curriculum, saying that it gave 
students an opportunity to 
develop their own skills as well as 
a chance to perform for their 
peers. 
Positive effects of the program 
can be seen already, especially in 
Ginny Silvera's resulting interest 
in the accordian. Ginny, who is a 
campus school student is now 
taking lessons from McCanless 
who studied accordian as a child. 
"We're creating Oktoberfest 
spirit at Campus School a little 
early," says McCanless. She 
adds that she and Ginny are 
learning together. 
The program represents the 
kind of pleasurable learning 
experience one would hope to find 
in all levels of education - and 
the results seem to speak for 
themselves. As someone once 
said, "Variety is the spice of 
life." 
<*•■?
Ginny Silvera and Mrs. Cathy McCanless practice the accordian 
together as part of a program to encourage new skills at Campus 
School. 
Photo by Melody Crawley 
r< 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
LETTERS 
'Cutting Scaffold 
The student faculty retreat held Sunday afternoon 
brought forth a lot of worthwhile suggestions for 
improving many areas of college life. 
The retreat went along very well with the faculty, 
administration and students getting to meet and 
exchange views on a one to one basis. 
There was a lot of concern over departments 
adding requirements each year, which complicates 
.ind adds hours.to student's schedules. Another topic 
brought up was the need to build up many existing 
programs, but the student faculty ratio requirement 
which cuts back on the number of teachers was felt to 
hinder this. Therefore a suggestion was made to allow 
upperclassmen to live off campus, which would allow 
the college to grow to about 2,700 or 3,000 students. This 
also would encourage Farmville realtors to build new 
living quarters. Thus with more students, there could 
be a higher number of faculty members. 
Another suggestion which merits close attention is 
the idea of a student review board for faculty tenure. 
Although this caused many frowns from the 
administration, the students are best able to know a 
professor's value as a member of the teaching 
community and if he or she warrents a tenure 
agreement. 
If these many proposals are discussed and 
adopted, then this retreat will be deemed a success. 
But if all it amounts to is a big rap session, with the 
suggestions ignored, it has not served its purpose and 
will have been a waste of time. Only time will tell if any 
of these measures will be adopted and the retreat 
worthwhile. The students should make sure their 
proposals are not brushed lightly aside. 
Ropes An Impudent, 
Hazardous Act 
Dear Editor, 
The news that someone had cut 
the scaffold ropes while the 
glaziers were working on Cox 
dormitory shocked me, and my 
roommate, and my suitemates, 
and should anger anyone who has 
worked on scaffolds. 
It is purely insane and stupid to 
think of endangering a crew's life 
for a rope swing in front of N. 
Cunningham. The people 
involved in this scheme are not 
victims of not having "grown 
up," but are victims of sheer 
impudence. Such insolence 
should not exist in a college level 
mind, but in the thoughts of a 
psychotic. 
This past summer I saw a man 
die because of unsafe working 
condition. It was probably the 
most shattering experience of my 
life. We tried to save him, but to 
no avail. Myself and fellow co- 
workers were crushed—the man 
we had just talked to at lunch a 
man we saw every day, a man 
who had a young wife and son, 
was dead. To think he could have 
been saved and be alive if the 
correct safety precautions had 
been taken, raised a solemn fury 
in all of us. 
So, to those inept fools (that 
even left some ropes half-cut so 
the men did not realize the 
danger until they were three 
stories in the air); is the price of 
fun so high that the risk of death 
is necessary? I pray that I, my 
roommate, my suitemates, and 
anybody whose income, or whose 
parent's income relies on 
working on scaffolds, and 
especially the police, never find 
out who you are. 
Sincerely, 
Rusty Hurley 
CHI Posters To 
Promote Spirit. 
Dear Editor, 
CHI is an organization that 
represents the spirit of Longwood 
College. Our most visible signs of 
support have been; banners in 
the dining hall welcoming 
freshmen and wishing good luck 
to student teachers, and one 
during senior capping. We also 
dropped banners during 
Oktoberfest tapping and sorority 
walk. The incident that insued 
over these banners neither 
represented support for school 
spirit nor furthered the feeling of 
unity among the students. 
The tangible banners 
represents the intangible ideas of 
CHI. To strive after those ideas 
(the banners) is one thing but to 
fight over them is another. It is 
an honor to get a banner but even 
more an honor to get it 
respectably. 
We place these banners in the 
dining hall for the entire student 
body to see. As with other 
publicity we ask that you leave 
these banners up, unmarred, 
until after the event is over. 
We appreciate your support 
and enthusiasm. 
CHI 1979 
Fall Retreat 
Covers Many Issues 
Dear Editor, 
This year's Fall Retreat was 
held on Sunday, Oct. 22. The 
purpose of this annual retreat is 
to give students, faculty, and 
staff the opportunity to discuss 
many of the issues that will be 
dealt with during the year. 
At this time I would like to 
thank each and every student, 
faculty and staff member who 
participated in this event. 
Needless to say, the retreat could 
not have been successful without 
their interest and support. 
Furthermore, I would like to 
personally thank Legislative, 
Judicial and Residence Board 
members for their support. 
Special thanks goes to 
legislative and Residence Board 
members for their willingness to 
be group leaders and recorders. 
Most of all, I want to thank Dr. 
Dalton for his hard work in 
organizing the retreat and his 
secretary, Mrs. Golubic for her 
cooperation. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
The campaigns of Andrew Miller and John Warner 
have become hotter and more hectic as Election Day 
draws nearer. Warner and his wife, Elizabeth Taylor 
Warner have made appearances on our campus last 
month, and Miller will be encouraging students and 
parents to vote for him over Oktoberfest. 
The Rotunda is sponsoring a mock election to be 
held October 31 to discover which of these candidates 
has won the most support from the Longwood 
students. Also the mock election will see how our 
students feel about the referendum question on pari- 
mutual betting. 
Get involved in Virginia politics and vote 
November 7. If you can not get home to vote, write to 
your local registrar for an absentee ballot! Also don't 
lorget to participate in our mock election. Let's see if 
Longwood reflects the opinions of the state of Virginia. 
A Quote By 
Mrs. Jennie Masters Tabb 
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". . . approaching the open 
colonnade which connects the 
Student Building with the East 
Wing in the very center, is a 
figure in bronze atop a marble 
base which, in contrast to the dull 
metal, bears its prize with stately 
grace. Here is eagerness, action, 
bravery, defiance, loyalty to an 
ideal, faithfulness to duty, beauty 
of countenance — Jeanne d'Arc, 
the maid of Orleans. Her horse, 
and its rider, strains on the bit 
with muscles taut, neck arched, 
and nostrils dilated. The girl, 
raised on tiptoes in her saddle, 
thrusts her sword upward. Her 
visor is thrown back, revealing a 
face of fervor — of a leader, of a 
noble and beautiful character. 
Jeanne d'Arc, the patron saint of 
Farmville, expresses the spirit of 
this great school — this 
institution of eagerness, bravery, 
faithfulness to duty, beauty of 
countenance, and loyalty to 
purpose. It is an institution which 
looks forward to an ideal, which 
raises its sword high in the battle 
against illiteracy, and an 
institution which inspires young 
people to leadership in their 
country and which prepares its 
children to train the citizens of 
tomorrow." 
See next week's Rotunda for 
the complete story of Joanie. 
|i£*t!Gtf 
: 
Hester And Mitchell 
Summer Ambassadors To Italy 
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By CAROL KNAPP 
"It was the best thing that has 
ever happened to me," says 
senior, Brenda Hester, about her 
May trip to Italy with the 
Friendship Force. After talking 
with her, one can easily 
understand why she feels this 
way. 
The Friendship Force is a non- 
profit, private organization 
sponsored by President Jimmy 
Carter. The purpose of "the 
Force" is to promote good will 
and peace between people of the 
United States and other 
countries. This is achieved 
through exchange visits of groups 
consisting of about 250 people. 
Individuals are matched with a 
foreign family who will serve as 
their hosts during the trip. At the 
same time the American group is 
sent to a foreign country, a group 
from that country will be sent to 
America. 
Brenda first saw the 
Friendship Force advertisement 
in a Richmond paper in 
December and decided to go to 
the interview "never expecting to 
be chosen." In February, the 
thick envelope arrived in 
Brenda's mailbox telling her the 
news that she had been accepted 
to be an "ambassador" for the 
first Friendship Force trip 
leaving from Virginia on May 1st. 
Mr. Joe Mitchell, Director of 
Public Affairs at Longwood, who 
also went on the trip, explained 
how ambassadors are selected. 
"Out of some 1,000 applicants in 
the Richmond area, 250 people 
are chosen from a cross section of 
that area by age, income, and 
occupation." The idea is to get a 
variety of people in each group. 
The transportation fee is $300 and 
only after the individual has paid 
the fee will he be informed of 
which country he will be sent to. 
In preparation for her trip, 
Brenda attended workshops for 
several weeks in Richmond to get 
familiar with Italian. She found it 
difficult at first to communicate 
when she arrived in Genoa and 
relied heavily on her dictionary. 
However, within days she began 
to understand the language very 
well. 
Her ten day trip began when 
she boarded a plane taking her 
from Richmond to New York, to 
Ireland and then to Genoa, Italy. 
Her Italian hosts were a family of 
five. Because the Force tries to 
put individuals with similar 
occupations together, the family 
had a 20 year old daughter 
attending the University in 
Genoa. Visiting the University 
gave Brenda the opportunity to 
talk with some of the students 
and compare college life. "They 
were amazed at how many 
subjects we take in college, and 
also the fact that we can leave 
home to go to school and live on 
campus. In Italy, they don't have 
dorms. They don't have to apply 
to get into the University—they 
just enroll into the school they 
would like to study in. They begin 
learning English when they are in 
the seventh grade." 
While in Genoa, she had an 
extensive tour of the city, visiting 
cathedrals,     museums,    the 
University,  and  the  home  of 
Christopher Columbus. She also 
visited the sea coast towns of 
Portofino, Camolgi, and Narvi. 
The last four days of the trip she 
chose to go to Allassio on the 
Riviera with friends. At $39.00 for 
four days on a beautiful beach in 
a luxury hotel, she found it an 
opportunity she couldn't resist. 
Allassio was a place where she 
met many people from all over 
the world and remembers it as 
one of the best parts of her trip. 
"I     was     impressed     by 
everything there and found the 
Italian people to be very kind and 
generous.       They       admire 
Americans very much...for our 
government, our freedom of 
speech and freedom to act as we 
please. They feel that the United 
States foreign policy and the way 
America is willing to help other 
countries is of great 
importance." Most of their 
impressions of us are from 
watching American TV and 
movies." At the time she was 
there, John Travolta had recently 
hit the screen with Saturday 
Night Fever and he was quite 
popular in Genoa. They took 
pride in knowing that he was of 
Italian descent. One of the 
movies she got to see was Gone 
with the Wind dubbed in Italian. 
Brenda admitted it was 
difficult to leave the family she 
had grown so close to. Her hosts 
gave her many gifts, some of 
which were handmade, to take 
back to her family in Richmond. 
"We went through so much—we 
laughed together and cried 
together. I'll never forget them." 
She still keeps in touch with her 
Italian family by writing 
frequently. 
To get most out of Friendship 
Force, Brenda advises people to 
be "open-minded, outgoing, 
friendly and accepting of all 
things. When you are in their 
country, you must be willing to do 
things their way." 
Another Friendship Force trip 
is underway to be organized for 
the surrounding counties of 
Richmond including Farmville. 
President Willett is the chairman 
for this trip. The Force's goal is 
to have one exchange a month 
between each of the 50 states and 
countries all over the world. This 
would approximately involve 
1,000,000 hosts and ambassadors 
per year. 
Brenda is an English major 
and Communications minor and 
is interested in work where she 
can do what she likes the most- 
meeting people.  Though her 
plans are indefinite at this time, 
she does know that they will 
include another visit to Genoa, 
Italy. 
Oceanography Class Gets 
Into Deep Study 
By JANET ALLEN 
On September 27-29, Dr. Batts* 
and Dr. Austin's Oceanography 
class went on a field trio to the 
Eastern Shore to study the 
organisms they had previously 
only seen preserved in 
formaldehyde in the lab. 
Our first stop on Wednesday 
was Gloucester Point, where we 
donned waders and netted 
numerous specimens for 
examination and preservation. 
This was followed by a trip to 
Rice's Museum and Fossil Pit in 
Hampton, where we could dig up 
ancient shells and fossils buried 
in the soil. 
Mr. Rice also gave us an 
interesting speech about his 
museum and fossil pit, in which 
he stated that he owns one of the 
richest fossil deposits in the 
world. He also said that the whole 
tidewater region was once 
covered by tropical waters, 
which they can prove by the types 
of shells and the abundance of 
coral in the deposits. He also 
showed us pictures of a hugr 
coral fossil and a whale, both 
found in his pit, that he donated to 
the Smithsonian Institute in 
Washington, D.C. After a full 
afternoon of fossil hunting, we 
loaded our finds on the bus and 
proceeded to Wachapreague on 
the Eastern shore. 
We spent two nights there in the 
dorm of the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science. On Thursday 
morning we were given a tour of 
their facilities and observed the 
huge tanks where they 
experimented with and cultivate 
various marine organisms to help 
stimulate the area's seafood 
industry. 
Afterwards, we went out in 
their boats and explored a salt 
marsh, an oyster bed, some mud 
flats, and an island where we 
collected various specimens of 
marine life. Next, we used 
dredges and an otter trawl to 
collect the organisms that inhabit 
the sea floor and swim in the 
water. Many specimens were 
preserved for further study, but 
most of the flounder, spot, and 
crabs were saved for a seafood 
feast that night. 
On Friday, we visited both a 
crab and an oyster factory before 
returning to Farmville. 
The trip was fascinating 
because we could observe the 
organisms in their natural 
habitats instead of just in the 
laboratory, and we also learned 
something about the seafood 
industry in the Chesapeake Bay 
and the efforts of the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science to 
help this industry. 
Snack Bar 
Special 
TACO SPECIAL 
2 Tacos 
and 
Med. Drink 
$
.96 + Tax 
SINCE    1B4B 
Writing   Instruments 
in Lustrous Chrome 
Pen or Pencil *7.50 
Set '15.00 
Mechanically guaran 
teed for a lifetime of 
writing pleasure. 
7Kexfa*eU* 
Fox Run Razhaa, a prize winning Ban ton Arabian, now belongs to 
I/>ngwood student Jean Hawthorne. Photo by Dr. I.ee Banton 
Arabian Horses: 
Education Prof.'s Hobby 
By PAULA JOHNSON 
While most teachers relax by 
jogging, playing tennis, golf, or 
some other sport or hobby, Dr. 
I_.ee Banton of the Education 
Department is different. He 
spends his leisure time raising 
Arabian horses. 
Dr. Banton and his wife, 
Caroline, have been raising 
Arabians for four years now at 
their 30 acre Fox Run Farm, 
located about nine miles north of 
Farmville in Cumberland 
County. 
"I was involved with horses as 
a kid. My wife has always loved 
horses. When we were married, 
we rented as our first home, part 
of a farm with horses on it. It has 
always been my wife's dream to 
have a farm and raise horses." 
Presently the Bantons own six 
horses and a pony named 
"Sally." All of their horses have 
pedigrees that go back to desert 
or foreign breeding. 
At five-and-a-half months. 
Sayedah is the youngest member 
of the Banton horse family. 
Sayedah's name, when 
translated into English, means 
"Pretty Little I*dy." Her sire 
(father) is the stallion "Socal 
Transit" of Sugar Fork Arabians, 
Cumberland County. "Socal 
Transit is probably the only horse 
ever to go into the John Marshall 
Hotel Ballroom...there was a 
show going on and he was 
brought in for that special 
occasion." Sayedah's dam 
(mother) is Mistinazar, also a 
Banton horse. 
Mistinazar, at 15 years, is the 
oldest horse the Bantons own. 
"Tina," as she is affectionately 
called by her owner, was the 
Bantons first acquisition. Tina is 
trained to ride western and is an 
"excellent cutting horse." Dr. 
Banton referred to Tina as 
"riding with power steering." 
Shady Shasa, at 14 hands (a 
hand is equal to four inches) is the 
smallest horse as far as size goes. 
When she was six years old, the 
mare was the hunter pony 
champion for the state of 
Georgia. Shasa is trained for both 
English and Western riding. 
Mirazh is a half Arabian-half 
Tennessee Walking Horse. "I 
actually went to look at her 
mother. When I got to the farm, 
the owner said that all of the 
horses were out to pasture. There 
was 500 acres and not a fence on 
it—PERIOD!... I saw this 
chestnut with a flaxen mane and 
tail...she looked like a mirage. It 
was love at first sight." Dr. 
Banton considers her to be the 
best horse  that   he   has  ever 
ridden. He has ridden Mirazh in 
the Farmville Christmas 
parades. 
Recently the Bantons sold their 
weanling coll. Fox Run Razhaa, 
to Jean Hawthorne, a I-ongwood 
student from Ixnidoun County, 
Virginia. Razhaa is now a 
neighbor to the Arthur Godfrey 
horses and the Firestone family. 
Razhaa was named one of the top 
five half-Arabian weanling colts 
of 1978. He was top third in the 
Viriginia Division of the Eastern 
United States Amature Horse 
Show Association and fifth in the 
Virginia Half-Arabian Horse» 
Show at the State Fair. 
Dr. Banton does his own 
training. He begins to handle his 
horses as soon as they are born. 
Halter training for show begins 
around the age of three to four 
months. 
"What we look for in Arabians 
we breed with is conformation 
(the symmetrical arrangement 
of parts i, disposition, and 
intelligence so we choose oui 
stallions with care. We like our 
horses to be people oriented," Dr. 
Banton said. 
The Arabian horse breed, 
whose selective breeding 
heritage dates back over 1500 
years, was developed for 
strength and endurance to 
survive the worst of desert 
conditions. Because of their 
intelligence, moderate size 
(usually between 14 and 15 hands, 
though some do grow larger), 
stamina, and are easy to take 
care of, the Arabian is fast 
becoming recognized as an ideal 
breed for 'the family horse.' "By 
their heritage, they have great 
endurance and smaller stomachs 
than most breeds, therefore they 
eat less and cost less to 
maintain," Dr. Banton said. 
He also said that there are 
some advantages in owning a 
registered Arabian for showing. 
"A person can show a horse in all 
breed shows as well as Arabian 
shows, which double the amount 
of shows a person can attend." 
CARTER'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
711 W. 3rd. St. 
Farmville, Va. 
"Your Flower 
Headquarters" 
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Lancer Hockey Bounces Back 
*52ftC 
Dorecn Shuffler dribbles to the outside, while Debbie Cosby and 
(vlestc Rodriquez watch. . Photo by Jackie Steer 
ByBETTEMeKINNEY 
and DEBBIE NORTHERN 
After bouncing back from a 1-0 
loss to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Saturday, Sept. 30, the Longwood 
field hockey team shut out VCU 3- 
0 Monday, Oct. 2. The tables were 
turned, however, when the 
William and Mary Indians came 
to town Wednesday, Oct. 4, and 
won 3-0 over the lancers. Even a 
home field advantage, where one 
hockey ball disappeared into a 
mole hole, did not give Ixingwood 
an edge. 
Ann Donio scored early in the 
first half to give UNC-Chapel Hill 
the 1-0 lead they maintained 
throughout the rest of the game. 
The Lady Lancers played good 
defense, but they could not 
generate the offense needed to 
score against the Tarheels. 
In Monday's game, Ixmgwood 
looked very aggressive against 
VCU. The defense, which rarely 
allowed the Rams to penetrate, 
regained possession of the ball at 
midfield numerous times. 
Ixmgwood's first goal came with 
less than two minutes left in the 
first half when Theresa Ware 
scored on a penalty stroke, giving 
Lady Lancers Basketball Looks 
Forward To Exciting Season 
Ixmgwood a 1-0 lead at the half. 
Despite pressure from VCU in the 
second half, LC controlled tthe 
play. Jackie Steer scored for the 
I oncers only six minutes into the 
half, and Julie Dayton added the 
third goal, after Wanda 
Petersen's drive hit the edge of 
the cage, with six minutes 
remaining in the game for the 3-0 
victory. 
William and Mary clearly 
dominated Wednesday's game 
and gave LC's defense a 
prolonged workout. Goalie Teri 
Davis played an outstanding 
game, stopping a majority of the 
Indian's shots. Peel Hawthorne 
scored the Indians' first-half 
goal. 
On October 5-7, the Lady 
I-ancers competed in the James 
Madison University Invitational 
Tournament. There the lancers 
played some of the top northern 
field hockey teams. L.C tied Ohio 
State 1-1, defeated University of 
Ixmisville 2-0, and lost to Lock 
Haven State College 3-0. 
Yet, the first team could not 
keep up their momentum and 
returned from fall break to tie 
and lose the next week's 
matches. 
On October 18 they faced 
Lynchburg College. Lynchburg 
scored early in the game and 
Ixmgwood did not retaliate until 
later in the first half when Debi 
Kinzel put in a goal off the 
goalie's pads. The game ended in 
a 1-1 tie despite the I-ancer's 
By DEBBIE NORTHERN 
The 1978-79 lancers basketball 
squad has been picked and has 
been practicing together for over 
a week. Thirty women tried out 
for the 15-member team. 
Returning forwards are 
Hrenda Kettrow, a sophomore 
psychology major from 
Melbourne, Fla.; Kitty Hughes, a 
junior APER major from 
Annandale, Va.; Cindy I-andon, a 
sophomore HPER major from 
Fairfax, Va.; Linda Pullon, a 
sophomore HPER major from 
Gainesville, Va.; Maryjane 
Smith, a junior HPER major 
from Pamplin, Va., and Nancy 
Wilson, a sophomore HPER 
major from Warsaw, Va. Guards 
Ixiri Grimm, a junior HPER 
major Arlington, Va., and 
Melissa Wiggins, a senior HPER 
from Kredericksburg, Va. 
There are seven freshmen, 
which make this year's team 
extremely young, The new 
players   are    forwards    Deb 
Brown, a HPER from Fork 
Union, Va., and Amy Gates, an 
accounting major from Fairfax, 
Va. Robin Hungate, an art major 
from Roanoke, Va., Janice 
Johnson, a HPER major from 
Buckingham, Va.; Connie 
Murray, a HPER major from 
Pamplin, Va.; Lisa Polen, a 
Dental Hygiene from Manassas, 
Va., and Lisa Ray, a HPER 
major from Ashland, Va., are the 
freshmen guards. 
The tallest players this year 
are the six 5-10 forwards. The 
lancers graduated their height 
and team backbone last year, Sue 
Rama (5-11) and Iinda Baumler 
(6-1). This year's lack of height 
will definitely hurt LC when they 
meet such teams as ODU. Coach 
Carolyn Hodges states that the 
reason for only one team is that 
Ixmgwood no longer lines up 
enough games for a JV. Hodges 
added that she does not foresee 
any lack of depth in the team in 
future years. Not many people 
have moved up from JV to 
varsity in her years of coaching. 
She does regret that more people 
will not have an opportunity for 
competitive college basketball 
experience. 
Hodges realizes with such a 
young team, it will take a while to 
play as well as the more 
experienced teams. Despite this 
lack of experience, the Lancer 
coach feels that there will be "a 
lot of close games with 
Commonwealth schools." 
The team opens its season 
November 15 at UNC- 
Greensboro. Their first home 
game is November 21 against 
William and Mary, who they 
defeated 69-65 last year. They will 
also meet Norfolk State, Morris 
Harvey, and archrival Old 
Dominion, all of whom they fell to 
last year. 
The I^ady Lancers hope to 
better their 1977 record of 12-7. 
This year's action should be as 
exciting as the previous year. 
The returning manager for the 
team is Sandi Cram. Jean Nolte 
returns as statistician and 
Celeste Rodriquez as scorer. 
Gorman Named Player Of The Week 
Ixmgwood soccer goalie Penn 
Gorman   has   been   named 
Player of the Week" for his 
outstanding performance In the 
Lancers' October 18 game with 
Radford 
In the match, which the 
Highlanders won 2-0, Gorman 
made 24 gOtlle saves and allowed 
only one offensive goal, plus 
another goal from a penalty kick 
In nominating Gorman for 
PlayW 0( the Week. Ixmgwood 
soccer   coach   Dick   Williamson 
commented that Gorman "made 
several saves that I thought were 
outstanding, including one three- 
on-one situation that I don't know 
yet how he managed to prevent." 
"He is very cool under 
pressure,    especially    for    a 
freshman."   continued   William- 
son. "He has demonstrated this 
many times this year."- 
Williamson further cited the 
fact that, following Wednesday's 
game, both officials, as well as 
Radford Coach John Harves, 
congratulated Gorman for his 
outstanding effort. 
Gorman, a freshman business 
administration major, is from 
Alexandria, Virginia, where he 
was a three-year varsity goalie 
for Hay field Secondary School. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert L. Gorman. 
Gorman is Ixmgwood's first 
player of the Week, as this 
recognition has just been 
initiated at the College. The 
Player of the Week is selected by 
the Sports Information staff from 
nominations submitted by 
coachei 
attempts at goal. 
The Longwood second team 
dominated completely in their 1-0 
victory at Lynchburg. The score 
does not indicate the I-ancers 
aggressiveness and continuing 
threats to score throughout the 
game. Kim Wood put in the only 
lancer goal during first half 
action. 
The next day, the I^ancer's met 
Old Dominion University at 
home. The game was mostly 
defensive for IX, with only 
occasional breaks toward the 
ODU goal. The final score was 3-0 
in ODU's favor. 
The Longwood JV, though, 
gave ODU a beating with a 3-0 
victory. The I-ancers worked well 
together and kept the ball in the 
ODU side for the major part of 
the game. By instantly rushing 
the goal, Bonnie Arroyo scored 
twice and Jeanne Nolte once. 
Over the week end LC defeated 
Duke 4-1 and UNC-G 1-0. 
Today the lancers will face 
Bridgewater at 3:30 on Barlow 
Field. Friday both teams will 
host James Madison University 
to open Oktoberfest weekend. 
The first game begins at 3:00. 
Their last regular season game 
will be October 31 at Virginia 
Tech. On November 3-4 
Ixmgwood will host the Virginia 
State Field Hockey 
Tournaments. 
The varsity regular season 
record stands at 5 wins, 4 losses. 
The JV record is 3 and 2. 
Lancer Golf Team 
Takes Tournament 
By JANET CLEMENTS 
The Longwood golf team again 
proved its strength at the Mary 
Baldwin Invitational October 6-7 
and swept the field Wednesday in 
the four-school match at Sweet 
Briar. 
The Longwood team defeated 
JMU, William & Mary, and Sweet 
Briar in the Mary Baldwin 
Invitational held at Ingleside. In 
the individual competition Tracy 
Iienbach of William & Mary won 
the tournament with an 81-79 for 
the two day event. Second place 
was taken  by  Kay  Smith of 
Ixmgwood with an 82-81. Janet 
Gements, also of L.C, placed 
third with an 84-83. Other 
Longwood scores were Beth 
Waddell, 84-91; Becky Webb, 91- 
93; and Debra Hood, 92-87. 
In the match at Sweetbriar 
Wednesday, L.C. won with a 
team total of 368. Becky Webb 
was low scorer for Longwood 
with an 83. 
The team will leave Sunday for 
the Lady Tarheel Invitational in 
Chapel Hill, and the VFISW State 
Tournament will be held in 
Lynchburg October 27 & 28. 
WOMEN'S      BASKETBALL 
SCHEDULE 
1978-1979 
OPPONENT DATE 
Nov. 
15 UNC-Greensboro 
16 Campbell College 
18 St. Paul's College 
21      William and Mary 
29      Norfolk State College 
Dec. 
2      UNC-G 
5     Virginia Union Univ. 
8     Morris Harvey College 
PLACE 
Greensboro, N.C. 
Buies Creek, N.C. 
Lawrenceville, Va. 
Home 
Norfolk, Va. 
Home 
Home 
Charleston, W. Va. 
TIME 
7:00 
6:30 
2:00 
7:00 
6:30 
2:00 
7:00 
7:00 
Jan. 
13 Bridgewater College 
15 Morris Harvey College 
17 Ixwisburg Jr. College 
20 James Madison Univ. 
23 Radford College 
25 Liberty Baptist College 
27 East Carolina Univ. 
30 Virginia State College 
Feb. 
Virginia  Commonwealth   Univ 
6       St. Paul's College 
a 9,10 Winthrop Invitational Tour. 
a     VPI-SU 
17       Highpoint College 
19       University of Virginia 
2i        Old Dominion University 
Mar. 
1-3      VAIAW State Tournament 
Bridgewater, Va. 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Radford, Va. 
Home 
Greenville, N.C. 
Petersburg, Va. 
• Home 
Home 
Rock Hill, S.C. 
Away 
Highpoint, N.C. 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Home 
2:00 
5:00 
5:00 
2:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:00 
7:30 
6:00 
7:30 
7:30 
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Booters Drop Two Games; 
Face Two More 
College soccer 
0-13 after two 
I .ongu ood's Ken Gebbie sends the ball downfield. 
Photo: Nancy Cosier 
The Longwood 
team dropped to 
consecutive shutouts at home this 
week. On Wednesday, Radford 
defeated the I oncers 2-0, and on 
Saturday, Mary Washington 
claimed a 1-0 victory over 
Ixmgwood. 
Radford, 9-2-2 after Wed- 
nesday's victory, proved to be a 
very aggressive team, taking a 
total of 34 shots on the goal during 
the game. Lancer 
goalie Penn Gorman met the 
challenge by making 24 saves in 
the  game,  allowing  only   one 
offensive goal by Highlander 
Garnett Smith in the first half 
and a goal by Dennis Gunson on a 
penalty kick in the second half. 
Ixmgwood took 12 shots on the 
goal against Radford's goalie 
Scott Ixmg, who made 3 saves in 
the game. 
Saturday's matchup with the 
Mary Washington Blue Tide was 
scoreless until 31:32 into the 
second half, when Mike Hall 
scored for the visitors on a 
penalty kick following a 
controversial charging foul 
called on Gorman by the officials. 
Despite persistent pressure, 
Ixmgwood's offense was unable 
to even up the score. The game 
ended with Mary Washington 
ahead 1-0. 
Gorman nave another 
outstanding performance in 
Saturday's name with 16 saves to 
his credit out of the 25 shots at the 
goal taken by the Blue Tide. In 
the evenly-matched contest, 
Ixmgwood took 24 shots, and 
Mary Washington's goalie, John 
Bartenstein made 6 saves. 
Longwood faces Randolph- 
Macon in Ashland on Tuesday, 
October 24, before returning 
home for the final game of the 
season against Hampden-Sydney 
on November 6. 
Volleyball Teams On      Netters Take Rain Check 
Winning Streak 
With 11 returning players, a 
group of capable newcomers, and 
a current record of 10-2, 
Longwood volleyball coach 
Carolyn Callaway cannot help 
being optimistic about her 1978 
season. The Lancers established 
some goals early in their practice 
schedule, and their sights are set 
on the VAIAW state 
championship. 
Callaway has every right to 
this optimism: her 6-player 
varsity team has scored 
consecutive wins over Randolph- 
Macon Woman's College, 
Roanoke, Hollins, and Liberty 
Baptist, and claimed first place 
in the Emory and Henry 
Invitational Tournament where 
they defeated Emory and Henry, 
Concord, Blue field, and Virginia 
Intermont after dropping one 
match to the host school. 
Perhaps the key to this 
consistent success is the depth of 
the squad, an outfit so 
experienced that they were able 
to play well despite the loss of key 
player Terry Johnson, a senior 
and co-captain of the varsity 
team, in the home opener against 
R-MWC. Johnson's knee injury 
has possibly put her out of action 
for the rest of the season. 
The lancers, however, have 
seniors Debbie Brown and Linda 
Eagle and junior Meg Cook — all 
in their third year starting for 
Ix)ngwood — as a solid core for 
the team. Junior Cindy "C.T." 
Thomas, hampered by a knee 
injury the past two years, has 
returned to the I^ancer line-up 
and is playing a major role for 
the  1978 team.  Junior  Rhonda 
Woody, sophomore Sherry Will, 
and freshmen Robin Hungate and 
Julie Petefish round out the 
varsity I^ancer team. 
Before the November 10-11 
VAIAW state tournament, 
Ixmgwood will face some rough 
competition. The volley bailers 
travelled to invitationals at 
Appalachian State this weekend 
and later will go to East Carolina. 
Callaway notes that it is quite an 
honor for Ixmgwood to be invited 
to these out-of-state tournaments 
and that the experience will be 
invaluable to the I-ancer squad. 
Competition within the state 
will provide Longwood with 
additional challenges during the 
rest of the season. "Everybody is 
really improved, but we're going 
after that state championship," 
declares Callaway. She expects 
William and Mary to be the 
toughest team in the division, but 
in the past Ixmgwood has also 
had some rough matches against 
Eastern Mennonite and George 
Mason. 
Coach Callaway's prediction 
about Eastern Mennonite proved 
well founded as the lancers took 
their second loss to this team in 
three games, 15-10,2-15, and 6-15. 
The Varsity Ixmcers, though, 
soundly defeated Hampton 
Institute 15-6, 15-6. 
The junior varsity lancers are 
also planning on a successful 1978 
season. With two games 
remaining on their schedule, the 
JV's are 2-1 after defeating R- 
MWC and Eastern Mennonite and 
losing to Liberty Baptist. 
Experience, again, is the key to 
i Continued on Page 8) 
V The Snack Bar Presents 
THE FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB 
From 4 to 6p.m. 
Free Chips and Pretzels 
and Free Juke Box Music 
- COMING SOON  - 
For the 3rd Strcight Year - Nov. 2 & 3 
JON IMS 
Coffee House in the Snack Bar Nov. 4 
JON IMS with ROTAGILLA 
"Sat. Night Alive" Lower Dining Hall 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 
The October 5 tennis match 
here between Ixmgwood and VCU 
ended in a 3-3 tie when rain 
prevented the completion of the 
doubles play. 
VCU had won the number one, 
two, and five singles matches, 
while Longwood had taken the 
number three, four, and six spots. 
The Ixmgwood netters were 
rained out on October 19 when 
they were scheduled to meet 
Southern Seminary, which was 
rescheduled for Wednesday at 
2:00. Today they will host 
Westhampton at 2:00. 
Individual scores against VCU: 
Joan Liscio (VCU) d. Margie 
Quarles 6-3, 6-0; Heidi Markel 
(VCU) d. Gwen Koechlein 6-2, 6- 
4; Nancy Ix^idenheimer (l£) d. 
Kelly Watkins 6-3, 6-0; Mary 
Barrett (LC) d. Carol Richardson 
6-0,6-2; Ellen Goldstein i VCU) d. 
Jill Foster 6-3,6-7(1-51,7-5; Judy 
Fayne (LC) d. Beth Womack 6-3, 
4-6, 7-5. 
Photo by Kendal Adams 
Gwen Koechlein returns a backhand shot. 
Students Struggle To 
Maintain Day-Care Center 
By BRENDA BONUCELLI 
The Martha Forrester Early 
Learning Center established by 
the Council of Black Women, on 
Main Street had been here for 
about five years before closing in 
January 1978. Mrs. Sarah Young, 
a Social Work teacher and a 
member of the learning Center's 
Board of Directors, gives 
reasons for closing as being the 
need tor building repair, 
including a new roof; high fuel 
bills, and an attempt at 
reorganization. 
The day care center was 
opened from 7:30 to 5:00 p.m. It 
had approximately 15 children 
attending, but more within the 
county needed its service. 
The day care center worked 
with an open policy, but received 
impetus from black groups. The 
explanations for this are that the 
center was located in a black 
recreation center and although 
Martha Forrester was involved 
with the day care center, it was a 
council of black civic leaders that 
founded the center. But Mrs. 
Young emphatically states that 
no exclusion policy was followed. 
Any parent who once relied 
upon the learning Center to take 
care of a child has had to make 
other arrangements. The^Martha 
Forrester Early Ix'arningC' 
was the only one of its kind within 
Farmville. The •'Farmville Day 
Program" is helping to keep 
a few kids in the homes of 
different mothers, but this is on a 
small scale. 
Minimal fees paid by families 
and CETA money aided in 
funding. It has become 
necessary, though, for full time 
funding of some sort to be 
acquired. 
At this time the Martha 
Forrester Board of Directors is 
considering proposals suggesting 
funding from the United States 
Department of Agriculture and 
Title XX 
The Agricultural Department 
will reimburse the center for food 
and kitchen costs. Title XX gives 
money for children when they are 
present at the center. This means 
that should a child not attend 
because of vacation, illness, 
whatever, the center would not 
get the money for that particular 
child, but the center would still 
have maintenance expenses. 
The center is striving for a 
secure base from which to 
operate each year. Longwood 
students have been asked by the 
Board of Directors, to help with 
funding and organization Some 
students may have contacts with 
neighbors, relatives, parents for 
8 foundation that could possibly 
help. The center would like to 
locate a philanthropist to donate 
money on a steady basis 
For the students, there is a long 
range possibility of advanced 
study in internship programs, or 
volunteering by way of helping 
with the children. 
Several goals have been set for 
the learning Center. Mrs. Young 
sums the most important one up 
bj saying, "We closed with full 
'Continued on Page 8) 
SUN Presents The 
NEW GRASS REVIVAL 
Oktoberfest Sunday 
Outdoor Concert Lankford Mall 
2:30 p.m. 
Flying Fish Recording Artist 
In case of rain - Lower Dining Hall 
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Human Behavior Topic Of 
Sociology Visiting Scholar 
Dr. Glenn M. Vernon, professor 
of sociology at the University of 
Utah, will initiate Long wood 
College's annual Sociology and 
Anthropology Visiting Scholar 
Series. 
Dr. Vernon will speak on 
Monday, October 30, at 12 noon in 
Bedford Auditorium. The public 
is cordially invited to hear him 
discuss "On Being Human: 
Symbolic Aspects of Behavior." 
Dr. Vernon received his Ph.D. 
in sociology from Washington 
State University. His academic 
posts have included chairman of 
the department of sociology at 
the University of Maine and the 
University of Utah. 
Among his many books are 
"Human Interaction" and "The 
Sociology of Death," both 
published by Ronald Press; "The 
Sociology of Religion," published 
by McGraw-Hill; "Symbolic 
Aspects of Interaction" and "A 
Time to Die," published by the 
University Press of America; 
"Research on Mormonism" and 
three other books published by 
the Association for the Study of 
K«* treat 
(Continued from Page 1) 
tenure requests. 
Final reports for the other four 
topics have not been officially 
presented. Some recom- 
mendations included leav- 
ing l-ankfnrd open later since 
the library closes at 10:00. It was 
explained to one group that any 
lime the Library was open, four 
assistants and one librarian had 
10 be present. A survey revealed 
that only small numbers of 
students frequented the library 
between 9:00-10:00 p.m. and even 
fewer people used the facilities on 
weekends. Since the library was 
already open longer than the 
accredited hours, it would be a 
waste for it to be open longer. 
A list of the other suggestions 
will be in next week's Rotunda. 
Religion. 
Dr. Vernon has held office in 
numerous state, regional, 
national, and international 
professional societies and has 
published widely in scholarly 
journals. He will be coming to 
I-ongwood from presentation of 
his work to the Society for the 
Scientific Study of Religion. 
Bagpiper 
(Continued from Page 3) 
only here on his weekend leaves, 
when the "Sounds of Scotland" 
return. Christman says that the 
French building students do not 
like his playing. He sometimes 
encounters screams from the 
dorms' windows, but he 
laughingly says that they'll only 
hear the pipes on occasions now 
that he has been transferred to 
Quantico, Virginia. 
Elizabeth Taylor 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Virginia Wolf was her most 
rewarding role because she was 
portraying someone so unlike 
herself. She told an amusing 
story about her role in National 
Velvet. The producer said she 
was too small for the part so she 
went home and exercised and 
started eating more and actually 
trying to stretch her body to a 
larger size. The determination 
paid off and she was awarded the 
part. 
Mrs. Warner named 
Montgomery Cliff, Jimmy Dean, 
Richard Burton and Spencer 
Tracy as a few of her favorite 
leading men. When asked about 
the pressures of acting she 
assured the audience that any 
pressures were outweighed by 
the pleasures of acting. A 
question about her life in Virginia 
brought a very definite response 
from Mrs. Warner. "I love it. I've 
been here two years and there is 
replied. After answering several 
more questions about her career 
Mrs. Warner left for a reception 
in her honor in Farmville but 
returned to dine with longwood 
students in the dining hall. 
Gordon Inge 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Rehabilitation Center in 
Staunton. Prior to that, he 
managed the food service at 
Emory and Henry College. A 
native Virginian, he grew up in 
Chesterfield County. 
In making the announcement, 
Dr. Henry I. Willett, Jr., 
president of Longwood College, 
commended Frank Klassen for 
the outstanding job he has done 
since coming to the college in 
January 1976. 
"All of us at Longwood 
certainly wish him much success 
in his more demanding position," 
Dr. Willett said. "We are pleased, 
too, to find within the ARA 
System as able a food services 
manager as Inge." 
Art Collection 
(Continued from Page 2) 
tangible reminder of the 
foresight and awareness of those 
who haVe known the importance 
of surrounding the students . . . 
Miss Lemen says, "The 
collection remains a continuing 
legacy to Longwood students— a 
small investment when 
compared to our purchase of 
pleasure." 
Day-Care Center 
(Continued from Page 7) 
commitment to get the center 
open 
have 
yet." 
Other goals are meeting 
community needs and meeting 
children's needs. These needs 
will be met with the best possible 
quality of facility. 
The Martha Forrester Early 
Learning Center needs the help of 
Longwood College. Anyone 
interested should get in touch 
with Mrs. Sarah Young in the 
Social Work Department. Ideas 
are welcome, along with 
volunteer time. It's time to get 
involved. 
as soon as we could...we 
not been able to do that 
Oktoberfest Schedule 
FRIDAY 
:i:00p.m. Hockey Game: \£ vs. Madison Iler Field 
7:30p.m. Skits Jarman 
8:00-11:00 p.m. Coffeehouse Snack Bar 
9:00-12:00 p.m. Beer and Pretzel lower Dining Hall 
SATURDAY 
1:30 a.m. Parents' Coffee Jarman 
10:00a.m. Parents' Meeting Jarman 
10:00a.m.-12 Noon Alumni Executive Board Meeting Board of Visitors Room 
11:30-1:00 p.m. German Smorgasbord Picnic Wheeler Mall 
11:45 a.m. Parents Advisory Council Meeting 
12 Noon-6:00 p.m. Cake Display lower Dining Hall 
1:00p.m. Choir Concert (40-45 minutes) Jarman 
2:00-5.00 p.m. Midway 
2:30-4:30p.m. Art Auction LibrarvMall 
2:30-3 30 p.m. Band Concert Midwav 
2:30,3 00. H20 Hub Water Show French Pool 
3:30.4:00 p.m. 
2:45-3:45pm. One-Act Plav Tabb Circle 
2:3(M:30p.m. Biergarten Upper Dining Hall 
3:00p.m. Color Rush Iler Field 
4:00-5:00p.m. Parents' Cocktail Party Alumni House 
4:30-5 30 p.m. Young Alumni Cocktail Party longwood Estate 
5:00-6:30 p.m. Dinner ($2.75) Dining Hall 
7:30 p.m. Skits Jarman 
After Skits Alumni CHI Walk 
After CHI Walk Cake Cutting lower Dining Hall 
8:00-11:00 p.m. Coffeehouse Snack Bar 
SUNDAY 
2:00p.m. Concert Stubbs Mall 
Volleyball 
(Continued from Page 7) 
the JV team. Longwood returns 
seniors Kaye Carter and Ten 
Dunnivant and junior Cindy 
Smith as the nucleus of the squad. 
Freshman spiker Bonnie 
Lipscomb and setter Connie 
Murray are figuring highly in this 
season and providing hope for the 
future of the squad. Junior Jean 
Roemlein and freshman Chris 
Ruppel complete the roster. 
The public is cordially invited 
to the two home games 
remaining on the schedule: on 
October 24, Longwood will meet 
Bridgewater in Iler gym at 4 
p.m., and on October 26, the 
Lancers will host a tri-match 
with William and Mary and 
Lynchburg at 4 p.m. 
Letters 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Because of events such as this, 
the college community is given 
the opportunity to express their 
ideas and concerns. I sincerely 
hope the retreat will continue to 
be functional for years to come. 
Sincerely, 
Cam Oglesby 
President of 
the Student Body 
* 'Gifts That A re Different'' 
BEST WISHES FOR 
A SPIRIT FILLED 
OKTOBERFEST 
LANSCOTT GIFT 
SHOP 
408 High Street Farmville, Va. 
CLOSED 
OPENMON.-SAT.9A.M.-5P.M.    THURSDAY MORNING 
McKAY'S 
Formerly Bloomfield's L.T.D. 
Across From The Courthouse 
Vi Off 
ALL CLOTHING 
IN THE STORE! 
For Longwood Students, Faculty & 
Staff With I.D. 
MEN'S & WOMEN'S CASUAL, 
SPORT AND DRESS WEAR. 
WED. AND THUR. ONLY 
Hours 
Mon
- • *•♦• Thur. Night 
10am ■?5:30 pm 7pm - 9 pm 
McKAY'S 
111 MAIN STREET 
FARMVILLE, VA. 392-8587 
